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DIRECT horse trade: An effective political push is needed. 

To go public or not to go public 
MOST business dealings are conducted behind closed doors. Confidentiality is the watchword. “Leaks” 

can cause untold damage to the strategic goal. In some fields, there is more pressure to break  

confidentiality than in others. 

Last night, my football team since I could read, West 

Bromwich Albion, dismissed the manager and his  

assistants – rightly in my opinion because that superb 

club servant had become Peter Principled. I hope he 

gets a whopping payoff and will remain the club’s 

friend.  

 

There is now a frenzy of journalistic speculation and 

fabrication feeding the fans’ need to “know” the who, 

how and when of the successor. I myself pop every 

couple of hours onto an on-line clipping service and 

have a news feed to show me 50% sense and 50% 

nonsense. Not much confidentiality there because of 

the nature of fandom, and of course it is not life or 

death. 

 

In contrast, the War Cabinet kept the door firmly shut 

– and the media knew of the unimaginable  

consequences of leaks. 

Keeping these extremes in mind, let us move to two 

projects involving the European Union of 28, soon 27, 

countries. One with the UK and the other, South Africa. 

This column commented in passing the other day that 

Brexit negotiators could learn a thing or two from 

SAEHP. 

 

The amateurish and weak manner in which the UK’s 

“leaders” have conducted the Brexit negotiations is 

surely the most pathetic display of (non)  

statesmanship since Suez.  

 

Having groaned in 1992 when the Treaty of Maastricht 

turned what is now the EU into something different to 

the original intention, many of us groaned again when 

seeing a negotiating team of politicians, some ambiva-

lent at best, and civil servants heading to Brussels to 

handle one of the biggest business deals in the  

country’s modern history.                           (to page 2) 

http://www.turftalk.co.za
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If the superb South African-bred Hawwaam will not go north via Mauritius, will he stay or will he go under  

de-restricted protocols? Relive his excellent SA Classic win, here. 

DAVID ALLAN (fm p1) 

 

It took 11 years for the EU and Canada to negotiate a 

trade deal. Canada’s domestic politics is split down 

West–East and French–Anglo lines. The EU’s involves 

the interests of 28 member states, one of Belgium’s 

two population groups providing the sticking point. 

Then suddenly a signing ceremony! EU last-minute-itis. 

 

There is still no EU-India trade deal (because of Italian 

textile interests I am told), yet without one, India and 

the UK are in the top few investors in each other’s large 

economies. Let’s hope that with regard to EU/AH/SA 

what we have now not something potentially endless 

like the Brexit backstop mechanism, but EU last-minute

-itis. 

 

On 4th February, James Goodman interviewed Adrian 

Todd of SAEHP on Winning Ways. I felt that the inter-

view itself was a major event. Much of what Adrian said 

resonated – especially his statement that in 2011–

2018 it was technically impossible for the EU re-

strictions to be lifted. That may thus criticise the credi-

bility of previous SA representation (proving the EU right 

in context) , but the point is “Now all is in order”. 

 

SAEHP had previously played its cards close to its 

chest. More” War Cabinet” than “Football Club”. As a 

result, some SA stakeholders were frustrated by the 

lack of feedback and others were passively unaware of 

prospects and assumed “it isn’t going to happen”. Yet 

much work was actually being done amongst SAEHP/

EU/Government, without publicly second guessing each 

other. 

 

Unlike the Brexit negotiators, the SA team knows what 

it is doing, particularly but not exclusively through  

Adrian’s input in cooperating with government. Add to 

that the scientific evidence, so superbly  presented by 

Prof. Ian Sanne, Drs Beverley Parker and John Grewar 

at ITBF Table Bay January 2017 and S.S. South Africa is 

surely shipshape and Bristol fashion when it comes to 

AHS, with yet more progress to follow. 

 

Some of those people in Europe whom I used to lobby 

to “please at least listen” still – as recently as this 

month – thought that EU approval soon was still too 

optimistic.  

 

Having shown the interview to two, they are more 

open minded now. But they are always guarded – not 

because of the SA position per se but the umpteen 

other considerations affecting EU thinking. Politics not 

science. 

 

The EU is supposed to take care of the interests of 27-

28 countries. Its two Presidents are an ex Prime  

Minister of Luxembourg, population 600,000 and 

home of the European Court of Justice which has 

scuppered UK racing issues by overturning English 

High Court rulings in the past, and an ex Prime  

Minister of Poland. Not very horsey. 

 

Given the enormous deference to Ireland shown by 

the EU in the Brexit negotiations thus supporting an 

obstacle that neither side ever thought would be a 

problem in practice (the NI border), one wonders 

about EU-ear-bending by its members – plus perhaps 

Turkey that has been trying to join the EU for 30 years 

and has its own equine disease issues with regard to 

re-export to the EU. 

 

A political / governmental push from South Africa is no 

doubt part of the plan, so I guessed – incorrectly – 

that a further period of silence would follow while 

more work was done to complete the process as far as 

possible before any procedural visit. 

 

But a couple of days ago, another public push took 

place, no doubt strategic because Mike de Kock is 

part of SAEHP. On Winning Ways, and published in the 

Sporting Post, he expressed frustration at the EU’s 

audit delay under the headline comment that the EU 

could destroy the SA industry.                          (to p4) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3wCzCSCZIEI
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DAVID ALLAN (fm p2) 

 

When Mike de Kock speaks, plenty of people listen – 

including overseas because that is the only South  

African name that most racing and breeding people 

know. As recently as February Sales, friends asked me – 

just back from CPYS – how the industrial unrest was 

doing. They had more or less no news of South Africa 

since Mike de Kock’s published comments mid last year 

and nothing much for months beforehand other than 

the Mayfair collapse as it impacted on Coolmore  

partnerships. 

 

Now, the Sporting Post reports that the Mauritius route 

will no longer be used by its most successful user,  

another momentous development. The implications are 

significant, yet there are only three comments on the 

article – contrasting with hundreds on the West Brom 

management decision – which dwell more on SA being 

insulted by EU behaviour.  

 

There is much sympathy for SA’s treatment by the EU on 

this matter, but now is not the time to play the victim. 

Because there is no enlightened flow of SA information 

into the bloodstock world at large, nobody has a clue 

about imminent collapse and to highlight it would deter 

those at ordinary levels who invest now, and may do so 

anyway again. 

 

Nevertheless perhaps such a high profile prediction of 

doom might stir the SA government further, if not the 

EU, and encourage an effective political push towards 

achieving a thoroughly deserved goal.   - tt. 

SUNSHINE Silk provided the Devachander family and trainer Geoff Woodruff with another feature success fol-

lowing last week’s Hawaii Stakes win with Zouaves. She won the Sun Chariot Handicap over 2400m in the 

hands of Gavin Lerena, running like she can run, without blinkers and with different tactics employed. 

Miss F is back to best 

IMPECCABLY bred Miss Frankel (photo) showed her 

true colours with a comfortable win in the FM87 over 

1000m at Greyville on Sunday. 

 

Having her third run after being off for over a year 

due to a damaged suspensory ligament, the  

daughter of Frankel and champion sprinter Val De Ra 

as usual raced close to the pace throughout. 

 

But this time there was no sign of weakness in the 

closing stages, and she kept on resolutely under 

Keagan de Melo to hold off Queen Of Alamo by a 

comfortable half length.   

 

Hopefully this will be the beginning of greater things 

for Dennis Drier’s charge, but whatever her racing 

future holds, she is certain to be a highly sought after 

broodmare when that chapter of her life begins.   - 

Ken Nicol/TAB News. 
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Lot 100: Master Of My Fate filly out of  
Mamalushka by Kitalpha (USA). Well grown 
leggy filly with plenty of appeal 

@CAPE YEARLING SALE,  17 MARCH 

Lot 158: Where's That Tiger filly out of  
Souplesse by Indigo Magic Rangy. Classy filly 
out of a half sister to  Tuvana Silva and Zopot  
Casino. 

Contact Barbara Sanne:  082 566 3450  

Prawn Festival at Turffontein 
 

JOBURG’s fantastic Prawn Festival coincides with 

one of the major race days on our calendar- the 

third and final leg of the Triple Crown and 

Wilgerbosdrift Triple Tiara series at Turffontein on 

30 March, starting at 11am. No doubt there will be 

world class racing, but to keep everyone enter-

tained between the races there is plenty on offer.  

 

Horseracing is and always will be the star of the 

show, but it won’t hurt to race down to Turffies for a 

big portion of succulent prawns and of course, if 

seafood isn’t your thing- there will be plenty of food 

trucks with an array of other exciting dishes to  

tantalise your taste buds.   

 

There will be a Beer Garden (open to 18 years and 

older); beer and a variety of prawn dishes, set in a 

real beer fest’ style will be the order of the day, and 

you will enjoy the large range of Crafts on offer.  

 

Of course, what is a race day without prize givea-

ways. Visitors to the course will need to keep a 

watchful eye on the various competitions to be held 

throughout the lead up and on the actual day so 

that they don’t miss out.  

 

Families will all be taken care of when they come 

and celebrate at the races, so once again there will 

be a kids-only designated area where the little ones 

can play to their hearts content in a safe zone.   

For more information - go to www.itsarush.co.za  

http://www.itsarush.co.za
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THE inaugural Klawervlei soccer tournament held infield at Saturday’s Durbanville meeting was won by the 

Sands Racing Soccer Team. Klawervlei’s John Koster presented them with a R10,000 cheque for their efforts. 

(Racing. It’s A Rush). 

SUPPORTERS of Anthony Delpech lined up in a long queue to have their photos taken and their mementos 

signed by the retiring jockey at Sunday’s Greyville meeting held in his honour.  “Anthony was deeply touched 

with how many fans came to see him,” said his wife, Candice.  (Photo by Candiese Marnewick). 
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BREEDER Vaughan Koster of Cheveley Stud was over the 

(Twilight) Moon when the colt by that name dead-heated 

with the smart Frosted Gold to share honours in the Listed 

Storm Bird Stakes over 1000m at Turffontein on Saturday. 

Twilight Moon, trained by Paul Matchett, gave freshman 

stallion Wylie Hall his first stakes winner and Koster  

commented: “He’s only had seven runners for two winners 

and three individual places, and of course now including a 

stakes horse. This gives us more than a glimmer of hope 

for his future.” 

 

Wylie Hall (photo, top) is impeccably bred – he’s a Gr1 

winning son of Australia’s renowned superstar stallion 

Redoute’s Choice from Beauty Belle, a mare that also  

produced Champion Sprinter Absolute Champion who 

broke the Sha Tin 1200m track record winning the Gr1 

Cathay Pacific Sprint. 

 

While it’s simply all there in his pedigree and he’s enjoyed 

three full books of mares, Wylie Hall’s first crop was  

received with a measure of uncertainty and some of his 

foals went for low prices at their first auctions. 

 

That’s just the way it goes with some stallions, but Wylie 

Hall’s progeny is certain to attract their deserved share of 

attention now that he’s chalked up a quick stakes  

success. 

 

Koster said: “There may have been a perception that 

Wylie Hall, as a Derby winner, would produce predomi-

nantly stayers, but of course he won also over 1400m and 

a Gr1 mile and his own sire is known for throwing speed 

horses.” 

 

Koster added: “Redoute’s Choice gave Australians the 

opportunity to breed speed horses with a possibility of 

classic horses and stayers and it’s the same with Wylie 

Hall. He is producing horses with good bone, strength, 

depth and nice feet and he suits a slightly scopier type of 

mare. 

 

“We are delighted that he’s had an early speed stakes 

winner, it’s such a good early sign and the trainers and 

breeders are very positive about what they’re seeing in the 

Wylie Hall has it all! 

paddocks and on the training tracks. 

 

“Wylie Hall has good representation at the forth-

coming few sales, including the Cape Yearling Sale 

this week where we at Cheveley have two nice 

colts bred from mares by Argonaut. We’ve given 

him a range of mares to see what will results from 

different matings, where his strengths will lie.” - tt. 

More impressive young sires 

 
JET Master’s impressive son Master Of My Fate 

sired Saturday’s Listed Ruffian Stakes winner 

Basadi Faith – her sire’s first stakes winner from 

his second crop, and Listed Derby Trial winner Gift 

For The Gap, respectively. 

 

A winner of six of only eight starts, Master Of My 

Fate has made an excellent start to his stud ca-

reer, with other notable performers to have 

emerged from his first crop – now 3 – including 

multiple graded stakes winning millionaire Twist Of 

Fate, Kenyan star Silverstone Air and the above 

mentioned Gift For The Gap. 

 

Master Of My Fate (by individual winners) and  

another Jet Master sire Pomodoro (by prize money) 

had previously been South Africa’s Leading First 

Crop Sires of 2017-2018, while yet another son 

Skitt Skizzle, who has been represented by just six 

runners thus far, is responsible for 2018 Listed 

Secretariat Stakes winner Cordillera.  - Sarah 

Whitelaw/BSA. 

TYRONE Zackey’s Gift For The Gap, Derby Trial 

winner by Master Of My Fate. 

@turftalk1 

http://www.twitter.com/turftalk1
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All Star Mile is a strong race 
 
A senior Racing Victoria official has 

declared Saturday’s  inaugural 

$5million All-Star Mile at Flemington is 

“the strongest race in Australia so far 

in 2019.” 

 

There have been 12 Group Is run and 

won in Australia this year by turf stars 

including Winx, The Autumn Sun, Alizee 

and Sunlight but Greg Carpenter  

insists the All-Star Mile is a stronger 

race than all of them. 

 

Carpenter, RV's executive general  

manager for racing, said the pop-up 

race should be judged on the first four 

past the post. 

 

The All-Star Mile has been criticised for 

having a long tail with horses like  

Urban Ruler ($251), Man Of His Word 

($201), Foundry ($201), Balf’s Choice 

($201) and Mr Money Bags ($151) 

surely making up the numbers after 

being selected by fan voting. 

 

However Carpenter pointed to the top 

end of the market and insisted that 

was how the race should be judged. 

 

“This will be the strongest race in  

Australia so far in 2019,” Carpenter 

told Racenet. 

 

“The strength of the race, the  

international benchmark is the  

average rating of the first four home. “ 

 

In Happy Clapper, Hartnell and Grunt 

we have three horses to begin with 

rated 120 or higher, which stamps this 

without doubt as the strongest race so 

far on the calendar.  This race  

shouldn't be viewed through the  

traditional Group I lens and that's prob-

ably what I think some of the discus-

sion has missed the mark.  - Racenet. 

A punter claims his local betting shop has banned him because he 

was “winning too much”. 

 

Grandad Michael Bates, 74 (photo), pocketed just over £2,000 in a 12

-day streak of 48 successes at a Coral’s branch. The widower, who told 

how he landed the modest haul after devising a method to predict 

horse race winners, said a staffer then asked him to leave and not 

come back. 

 

He said: “They should not be allowed to do this. It can’t be right. It’s 

not as if I’m a Las Vegas high roller.” 

 

The dad of three – a regular at the bookies in Colchester, Essex – went 

on: “I was told I couldn’t come in any more as I was winning too much. 

“How can they invite you to bet then tell you to go away if you win? 

They only want customers who are losers.” 

 

He said his “system” for picking winners was purely based on his re-

search findings that 80 per cent of races are won by horses with the 

numbers one to four. 

 

“I was shocked,” he said. “I can’t believe this is right.” He now visits 

other bookies in the town and his winning streak appears to be contin-

uing for the moment. 

 

Simon Clare, Coral PR director, said he would investigate Michael’s 

complaint because it was against Coral’s policy to ban customers from 

placing bets for winning. 

 

He said: “For a very small minority of customers that show themselves 

to be particularly shrewd with their betting strategy or who follow a 

pattern of betting that is likely to be unprofitable for a bookmaker we 

may ask that their bets are phoned through to our trading desk for 

authorisation. However even for this very small minority of customers, 

their bets would rarely be refused, but we may on occasions limit the 

stake that we will lay.”   - The Mirror. 

Wily gambler turned away at betting shop 

http://www.morrisvee.co.za/
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Jump racing’s biggest week 

THIS photo by Allan Crowhurst shows a horse and rider  

preparing for the Cheltenham Festival on the all-weather 

track on the edge of the naturally stunning Cotswalds in the 

Southwest of England. We’ll be looking for a top tip per day at 

the festival, which starts tomorrow through Friday. 

Their world will be changing soon 

YEARLING fillies in a paddock at Mike McHardy’s Rathmor 

Stud in Nottingham Road enjoying their young exuberance. 

Soon, most of them will be prepared for various sales and 

then careers in racing before a return to the lush paddocks. A 

lot to look forward to, really.  (Pic: NHA) 

(Late) celebrity horse lovers # 976 

PATRICK Swayze, the late heartthrob of Dirty Dancing fame, 

kept Arabians and often showed them off at his New Mexico 

smallholding.  

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.racingassoction.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
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